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Former Federal Trial Lawyer Paul Glover is the No B.S. Post-Pandemic
Leadership Expert with over 40 years of experience who understands the
unique demands of post-pandemic leadership. After navigating a pivotal
turning point that steered him away from his 22-year career as a Federal
Trial Lawyer to an unexpected prison sentence, Paul became inspired to
transfer his skil ls and profound experience to begin guiding executives on
their own leadership journeys. 

As Glover has dedicated over 25 years to coaching leaders to be the best
versions of themselves, he is well-respected as a groundbreaking authority in
this space. Paul details his expertise in WorkQuake™: Making the Seismic
Shift to a Knowledge Economy, is a TEDx speaker, and has guided leaders of
organizations generating up to $1 bil l ion in annual revenue. 

He obtained his law degree from DePaul University, a Master’s in Labor Law
at IIT Kent, and specialized in labor and employment cases. Additional
credentials include recognition by Brainz 500 Global and Forbes Coaching
Counsel. 

Paul's unique blend of legal acumen, storytelling finesse, and coaching
proficiency sets him apart as a multifaceted expert in the post-pandemic
leadership landscape. He's so confident audiences will love him that he
offers a No B.S. Money Back Guarantee.
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Understand how having a “fool” can help modern-
day leaders identify blind spots and avoid triggers
and self-destructive behavior as well as how to
become a “fool” for someone else.

Confront your fear of failure and learn why the fear
of failure holds leaders back from taking calculated
risks, learn to see failure as a springboard for
innovation and growth and how reframing "failure" as
a learning experience fosters a culture of
experimentation and progress.

Discover the significance of meaningful
personal and professional relationships
and how to foster lasting connections in
both spheres.

Everyone, Especially Leaders, Needs a
Fool in Their Life

Stop Fearing the F Bomb: Failure

The Post-Pandemic Formula for
Elevating Employee Retention,
Engagement & Performance 

Discover why the post-pandemic work
environment is providing fertile grounds for
union organizers, why employees join a union,
and how to union-proof your organization
while increasing employee satisfaction,
engagement, and retention.

How to Union-Proof
Your Company
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Creating Sustainable Leadership for
Turbulent Times

Discover how to navigate constant change and
uncertainty, and learn the importance of
sustainability and how to create sustainable
leadership in any organization.



1. Future Thinking

2. Storyteller

3. Customized

4. Bonus # 1

5. Bonus # 2

Your group needs up-to-date information about how to lead effectively
in a post-pandemic work environment. As an active coach and advisor
to leaders and a writer about the post-pandemic work environment, his
perspective on what is necessary for leaders and organizations to thrive
in an uncertain environment is current and relevant. 

Often, “It’s not the song, but the singer” that determines a message's
impact on the audience. As a “recovering” trial lawyer, Paul is an
accomplished and enthusiastic storyteller who will engage your group
so they will leave prepared to take action.

Your group wants a speaker who can relate to them and their issues,
not a canned presentation. Paul spends the time necessary with your
group to ensure his content is relevant and creates valuable takeaways
for your group. 

Every attendee receives a custom Playbook providing additional
information to continue. 

If your group wants a more in-depth understanding of the
presentation’s topic, Paul can provide an accompanying four-hour
workshop. 

6. Money-Back Guarantee

If you are not satisfied with Paul’s presentation, he will offer you
a refund of his speaking fee.
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“Paul is a dynamic speaker! He presents with energy and
enthusiasm while displaying a mastery of the subject matter.
The 500 attendees rated Paul as a 9 out of a possible 10.
And requested he be invited back. And he will be!”

Greg Wittstock, President, Aquascape Designs, Inc. 

“Paul’s presentation on Every Leader Needs a Fool in their
Life was riveting. At his conclusion, all 200 of the company’s
leaders gave him a standing ovation.”

Doug York, President, Ewing Irrigation Supplies.

“Paul was outstanding as our keynote speaker. We enjoyed
his presentation so much that we have already contracted
him to return as a s keynote speaker on another topic.”

Nancy Wajler, Manager, DuPage Executive Network

"Paul spoke to a group of business professionals at our
Chamber of Commerce Roundtable Luncheon. His
presentation, The 4A's of Employee Engagement, Retention
& Relationship Building, was well prepared, interesting,
impactful, and contained many helpful ideas and strategies.
His presentation style was direct and held the audience's
attention. In a follow-up survey, the attendees rated Paul's
presentation a 9.5 out of a possible 10. We will definitely
have Paul return."

Carol Levin,  PR / Marketing Director - GLMV Chamber

"One of the best presentations the GCBAA has had! Having
Paul as a presenter will guarantee positive meeting
evaluations and fill your audience with ideas and suggestions
for future education topics. His experience and ability to
relate to the audience keep them engaged while discussing a
sensitive subject matter."

Justin Apel, Executive Director, Golf Course Builders
Association of America
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T H O U G H T  L E A D E R S H I P

Watch Paul’s TEDx Talk

Entrepreneurs United Podcast

INC. Magazine

Kent Law Presentation
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BOOK PAUL TO SPEAK

https://www.ted.com/talks/paul_glover_everyone_needs_a_fool_in_their_life
https://youtu.be/t8JsG6LT9tI?si=VdrGw2Sl3vZk3l7o
https://www.inc.com/sarah-lynch/state-unions-what-ceos-need-know.html
https://youtu.be/frpKFxXilZc?si=WngVvK6oeXdASHbS
mailto:paul@paulglovercoaching.com


KEYNOTE
SPEAKING

WORKSHOPS VIRTUAL
SESSIONS

V I R T U A L  &  I N - P E R S O N

Whether commanding the stage at a live event or engaging audiences virtually, Paul’s
impact reverberates. His virtual presentations are designed to captivate and connect,
leveraging technology to deliver an immersive and meaningful experience. His direct,

action-oriented approach, coupled with humor and panache, ensures his audience
receives transformative information and is thoroughly entertained.

Pricing is determined by
location and the presentation

length requested.

Honorarium
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BOOK TITLE:  WORK QUAKE: MAKING THE SEISMIC SHIFT
   TO A "KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY"

PAGE COUNT:

GENRE:

PUBLISHER:

PUBLICATION DATE:

ISBN:

PRICE:

AVAILABLE FORMATS:

WHERE TO BUY:

232 pages

Leadership

Writers of the Round Table Press

September 26, 2012

1610660323 Print

US$18.99 | US$9.99

Paperback | eBook

MPM&P website, Amazon,
Barnes & Noble

& book outlets worldwide
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https://www.amazon.com/Work-Quake-Seismic-Knowledge-Economy/dp/1610660323

